
Translucians Whale Room Internal Structure



The Problem
Public chats on Telegram and any other social media platform nowadays contain many fake accounts, opportunistic scammers, and 
marketers who do not contribute in any way to the propulsion of a certain cryptocurrency project forward. 

This problem results in an overly inflated members count that misrepresents the true investors or potential investors. 

The Solution
Private chats were created in order to avoid this problem, however to a certain extent only. 
The EarnSphere main chat is private, protected by a portal by the Crimson project bot, which is a powerful Web3 human verification 
step, followed by a protective step in the main chat by the Group Help bot.
 
Employing these two strategies combined is still not enough to limit the above-mentioned misrepresentation. 

For our special Translucians Whale Room, we use @collablandbot for TGA – Token-Granted Access. This bot is well-recognized and uses 
read-only wallet connection to verify token holdings, without having access to the wallet or needing signing of any transaction 
(risk-free). 

By setting the $ES contract address as well as the minimum threshold of token amount for access, we are telling the bot to accept you 
within the group if you hold more than the minimum required, and not to if you don’t. 

If your holdings drop below the minimum required at any point in time, the bot will remove you from the group. You can rejoin later 
once you have above the minimum once again. 



Advantages

  Real community members only

  True investors above the indicated minimum token amount

  No bots, fake accounts, scammers or marketers

  Governance-based voting for decision-making showing a true representation of investors’ opinion

  Exclusive access to quarterly planning for development and project expansion

  Exclusive access to the Live Lottery screening (which is later published in the main chat)

  Exclusive access to the weekly updated ETH revenue



The Framework

The Translucians Whale Room is divided into Topics (Divisions) based on the role of each division.
 
  General Division: This is the main chat for the investors where any discussion can take place regarding the EarnSphere     
   ecosystem. 

  Announcements: This is a locked topic for general announcements made by the core team.

  Internal Structure: This is a locked topic that contains essential information and a description of the internal structure and    
   dynamics of the Translucians Whale Room. (detailed below)

  Expert Divisions: A diversity of divisions will be found in separate topics, led by specialists and experts in their specific fields, and  
  with well-focused discussions, education, investment strategies, supporting arguments, counter-arguments, voting polls,     
   divisional decisions, divisional execution of the decisions, and division-specific revenue.



The Internal Structure

  Supervisor: 
The person in charge of supervising one or more divisions and their work flow. This person is responsible for making sure the 
division(s) is/are working properly, achieving acceptable results, avoiding unnecessary risks for the Treasury, applying transparent 
argument-based discussions that result in voting polls which are finally presented to the Supervisor as a form of “Signed contract” by 
the division’s involved investors. These final decisions are eventually forwarded to the Core Team for execution using Treasury funds.
 
Note that the Supervisor is also responsible for the communication of funding proposals from the Experts to the Core team, for 
decisions regarding the amount of funds allocated to the division in general or for a specific decision. 
The Supervisor role can be held by a Core team member or a well-trusted investor.
The Supervisor earns 10% of all profits made by the Division(s) he/she supervises. In case of more than one Supervisor handling a 
certain division, the 10% will be split among them. 



  Expert: 
The person in charge of a specific division’s activities and work flow. Each division can have one or more experts. The expert is 
responsible for researching, within their area of expertise, for the best opportunities that could lead to profit-making for the division. 
The expert has to submit a clear proposal within the division, showing a logical flow of ideas while explaining to and educating the 
investors participating in this division. The expert has to then run a voting poll to support a certain decision by the rest of the division. 
This voting poll, as described previously, permits the dilution of the decision among the investors within the division and forms a 
“Signed contract”. This leads to a decreased-to-none sense of guilt for the Expert in the event of a failure of a certain activity, a shared 
decision among investors, a transparent agreement among everyone, and a shared profit or shared loss among everyone. 

The Expert role can be held by a Core team member or a hired and well-trusted expert. 
The Expert is required to be vigilant within his/her division, and it is highly recommended that each expert specializes within one 
division. This does not eliminate the encouragement of each expert to learn from other experts in their specific divisions and to 
participate in their activities.
The Expert earns 40% of all profits made by activities he/she brought forth. In case of more than one Expert contributing to the same 
decision that resulted in profit, the 40% will be split among them.



  Investor: 
Any person with access to the Translucians Whale Room. 
Each Investor is free to navigate the whale room and decide in which division(s) to participate. 
By participating, the Investor learns, shares information and knowledge, contributes to the discussion for or against a certain decision, 
and votes on a certain decision. 

The Investor is responsible for detecting any malicious or toxic behavior within the Translucians Whale Room, and reporting to a 
Supervisor. If the behavior is within a certain division, it is highly recommended to report to one of the Supervisors of that division.
The Investor is encouraged to learn, as learning is a key concept this whole system is trying to accomplish. If an Investor decides to 
copy a certain activity using personal funds, they will do so responsibly following their own judgment, as the project is not in charge 
of any investor’s personal decisions – trades, investments, staking etc.



The Revenue Streams

Revenue streams currencies depend on the type of activities and what they generate in profits.
As a general policy, any profit within a certain division will be distributed this way:

  Expert(s) (contributed to the activity that generated the profit): 40%
  
  Supervisors(s): 10%
  
  Exchanges Liquidity: 30%
  
  DLCS holders’ revenue (always converted to ETH ERC20 and added to the monthly revenue): 20%



EarnSphere Important Links

https://x.com/earn_eco https://t.me/EarnSpherehttps://www.earnsphere.world


